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QUESTION 1

You need to insert a cell with a specific timestamp (version) 13353903160532. Which of the following is true? 

A. The timestamp for the entire row must be updatedto13353903160532 

B. ThePutclass allows setting a cell specific timestamp 

C. ThePutclass allows setting a column family-specific timestamp 

D. TheHTableclass allows you to temporarily roll back the newer versions of the cell 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Your client is writing to a region when the RegionServer crashes. At what point in the write is your data secure? 

A. From the moment the RegionServer wrote to the WAL (write-ahead log) 

B. From the moment the RegionServer returned the call 

C. From the moment the RegionServer received the call 

D. From the moment the RegionServer wrote to the MemStore 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your HBase cluster has hit a performance wall and doesn\\'t seem to be getting faster as you add 

RegionServers. Adding an additional HMaster will: 

A. Have no effect on performance. 

B. Improve the performance of region writes but decreasethe performance of metadata changes. 

C. Improve the performance of metadata chancier, but decrease the performance of region writes. 

D. Make theperformance problem even worse, as operations will have to be replicated to multiplemasters. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to do mostly full table scans on your data. In order to improve performance you increase your block size. Why
does this improve your scan performance? 
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A. It does not. Increasing block size does not improve scan performance. 

B. It does not. Increasing block size means that fewer blocks fit into your block cache. This requires HBase to read each
block from disk rather than cache for each scan, thereby decreasing scan performance. 

C. Increasing block size requires HBase to readfrom disk fewer times, thereby increasing scan performance. 

D. Increasing block size means fewer block indexes that need to be read from disk, therebyincreasing scan
performance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Data is written to the HLog in which of the following orders? 

A. In order of writes 

B. In order of writes, separated by region 

C. Ascending first by region and second by row key 

D. Descending first by region and second by row key 

Correct Answer: D 
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